SCIENCE ADVENTURES CAMP
MISSION MARS · POLLUTION · BIODIVERSITY

注册
扫描QR码以注册。如需疑问，请联系Steph，邮箱moonshot.science@gmail.com。

详细信息
年龄：G1-G2
课程：6/20-7/8和7/11-7/29
时间：上午9:00 - 下午3:00
地点：Chinese American Int. School (150 Oak St.)
语言：英语
价格：$2,085每3周课程
容量：8-15名学生
ABOUT US

**MOONSHOT LABS** is a science education company structured around the [United Nations Sustainable Development Goals](https://unsdg.un.org) (SDGs).

Starting from Day 1, students learn the fundamental sciences by tackling the *world’s most pressing problems*. Our curriculum is jointly developed by scientists, researchers, psychologists, and educators from Harvard, Caltech, United Nations, Google etc.

CAMP THEMES

**POLLUTION POLICE | SDG #6 CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION**
Students role play as *environmental engineers* to develop oil spill solutions to protect ocean animals, *raise tadpoles* into frogs, and build mini pollution filters to tackle water pollution.

**BIODIVERSITY BRAINIAC | SDG #15 LIFE ON LAND**
Students act as *little biologists* to grow grass heads to learn about plant life cycles, create rainbow rain to explore the water cycle, and *raise snails* to protect our wildlife.

**CONTAMINATION CRISIS | SDG #12 RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION**
Students act as *sustainable scientists* to repurpose spoiled milk into biodegradable toys, create *edible water bubbles* to tackle plastic use, and make green packaging to reduce plastic waste.

**MISSION MARS | SDG #11 SUSTAINABLE CITIES**
Students explore the world as *bug scientists* to transform *caterpillars* into butterflies, learn hydro-dipping to mimic insect camouflage, and build habitat mazes for live ants.

INSTRUCTOR

**CHARLIE**
Charlie has a B.A in Psychology and a M.A in **Museum Studies** from the University of San Francisco. He has 2+ years of experience as an educator at the Children's Creativity Museum and the California Academy of Sciences.
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